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VIKING Scenario: Aksu, T'ang China versus the Caliphate, AD 717

Location: Central Asia, on the frontier between T'ang China and the Umayyad Caliphate. 

This scenario will also require PS and MS units from other PRESTAGS games. 

Umayyads: Leaders “3L” x 3; Militia spear x 4, Militia infantry x 6, Axemen x 5, Improved Bows x 5, 
Heavy cavalry x 5, Medium cavalry x 10, Horse Bowmen x 15. 

Deploy: H-4 
Point value = 118 
Panic level = 42
Stacking = 2
Victory = Substantive 

Leadership: mounted units are exempted per rule [11.1] 

T'ang: Leaders ”2L” x 2, “3L” x 1; Professional spear x 5, Militia spear x 5, Swordsmen x 2, Improved 
bow x 7, Crossbow x 4, Heavy cavalry x 2, Medium cavalry x 2, Byzantine cataphracts x 8, Horse 
Bowmen x 9, Militia infantry x 2 (see special rules). 

Deploy: All T'ang units enter on turn 1 via east entry area per deployment map (within ten hexes south 
of the stream going off the NE map edge). Pay normal movement costs; all units are considered one 
hex off the map. 
Point value = 148 
Panic level = 60
Stacking = Class C, Mf = 3; all others = 2 

Leadership: mounted units are exempted per rule [11.1] 

Victory = Substantive or occupy hex H

Deployment: Umayyids deploy first, T'ang move first. 

Game length: 30 game turns 

Special Rules 

1. Victory Point Variation 
...Leaders are worth their combat bonus in points (6 or 3). 
...Heavy cavalry, Byzantine cataphracts = 4 Victory Points
…T'ang militia infantry = 5 Victory Points (see Baggage Train special rule) 
2. Terrain 

• Treat woods hexes as clear. 
• Siege Lines: neither side can enter the two village hexes. 

3. Archery. The following units can fire once each player turn (i.e., both offensively and 
defensively in the same game turn; special case for rule [6.12]):
...T'ang crossbows and horse bowmen
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...Umayyad horse bowmen 
4. Unit Capabilities 

• PS and MS units melee attacked by Class C and Mf units double their defense strength (MI do 
not). 

• SD and AX units melee attacked by Class C and Mf units have their defense strength reduced to 
2. 
5. T'ang baggage train 
T'ang militia infantry (2-3) units represent their baggage train plus guards. Each MI is worth 5 
points for Victory and Panic. They do not need to be in Command Radius to move their full 
movement allowance. Otherwise, treat them as MI. 
6. Optional: Cavalry armor. Whenever units make a fire attack (offensive or defensive) 
against a hex containing any heavy cavalry or Byzantine cataphract units, subtract one from the 
die roll (a die roll of "1" remains a "1"). This is so even if other types of units are in the hex.

Deployment Map: Aksu AD 717

Aksu AD 717 Historical Notes

The rise of the T'ang Dynasty saw China expanding to a highpoint of territorial control. Among other 
things, the T'ang moved into the Tarim Basin (today's Xinjiang). This led to a multi-cornered struggle 
between the Chinese, Tibetans, Umayyad Caliphate and assorted Turkish tribes over Transoxiana in 
Central Asia. At stake was control of the Silk Route and cities in the heart of Eurasia. 

In AD 717 the Umayyads were on the move, laying siege to the cities of Aksu and Uc-Turfan on the 
edge of the Tarim Basin. The Chinese governor for the region, Assistant Grand Protector-General of the 
Pacified West, T'ang Chia-hui dispatched an army west to relieve the siege. The Chinese force included 
a strong contingent of Turkish allies under Arsila Xian. The Umayyad army was commanded by Al-
Yashkuri with Arab, Turgesh (Turkic) and Tibetan contingents. 

In the ensuing battles, the Chinese army gained the upper hand, routing the Umayyads and their allies. 
Al-Yashkuri retreated west and the T'ang went on to dominate the region for several more decades.
Aksu AD 717 Scenario Notes

The T'ang force is built around a core of Chinese units with Turkish tribal allies. The T'ang cavalry 
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were something of an elite, so they get higher stacking. The infantry was decent enough, equipped 
largely with spears, bows and crossbows, and are recorded as repelling cavalry charges (hence, the 
doubling of their defense against enemy cavalry). Crossbows can fire each player turn as they 
apparently used something similar to a countermarch tactic for maintaining a continuous stream of fire. 
The swordsmen represent various elite heavy infantry. 

The Umayyad main strength is in their cavalry (MC, HB). Their infantry had fallen off in effectiveness 
by this era, so they're mainly MS and MI with some IB. The Axemen are various tribal auxiliaries from 
as far afield as the Caucasus and Tibet. The heavy cavalry are Tibetan allies, which were armored and 
carried lances. The horse bowmen include additional Turkish allies. Horsebows can also fire each 
player turn owing to their tactics, plus otherwise they are fairly ineffective in the game! 

Depictions of Turkish armored cavalry often shows them armed with both lances and bows, but here I 
made it either one or the other for the scenario. The idea is that they are “choosing their weapon”, either 
firing from a distance (as HB) or closing in for melee (HC, MC). The T'ang BC are a special case as 
being a super-elite so they have both melee and bow capability. 

I added in the VP variation for the BC and HC only as these were (again) the elites. Other cavalry were 
cheap enough to mobilize from tribal allies so their loss would not be missed too much! The horse 
armor option is there because contemporary accounts mention the immunity of heavy cavalrymen to 
arrows. This appears to be similar to the situation with Crusader knights against Muslim archery. The 
modifications to the map represent the terrain which was on the edge of the desert. 

The T'ang baggage train rule is in there because an army on the move in the steppes and deserts needed 
to protect the wagons and such. These units add a dilemma for the T'ang player since they have to be 
protected owing to their high point value, thereby drawing troops from other missions. The Umayyad 
camp is represented by their deployment hex. 

Overall, this is an asymmetrical situation: the Caliphate has the advantage in numbers and cavalry, 
while the T'ang have a decent combined arms army and better leaders. This battle was a situation which 
would be repeated many times over the centuries in Central Asia and along the Silk Route.
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LEGION Scenario: Aurelianum AD 463: Rome's Last Triumph

Situation: Gaul, near modern Orleans. The Roman warlord Aegidius confronts a Visigothic army under 
king Theodoric II. 

Visigoths (yellow counters): "3L" x 2; Militia spear x 5, Barbarian infantry x 10, Skirmishers x 5, 
Heavy cavalry x 10, Light cavalry x 5. 

Deploy = K-3
Point value = 106 (see special rules)
Panic level = 38
Stacking = 2 
Victory = occupy the village near hex G at the end of the scenario 

Romans (red counters): Leaders “2L” x 1, "3L" x 2; Swordsmen x 6, Barbarian infantry x 6, 
Skirmishers x 3, Bowmen x 3, Heavy cavalry x 2, Byzantine cataphracts x 6, Oriental cavalry x 4. 

Deploy = G-3
Point value = 104 (see special rules)
Panic level = 42
Stacking = Class C, Mf = 3, all others = 2
Victory = Substantive 

Deployment: Visigoths deploy first, Visigoths move first 
Game length: 20 game turns 

Special Rules 
1. VP 

• Leaders on both sides are worth their combat bonus in points (6 or 3). 
• Cavalry is worth its full melee strength plus any missile strength. 

2. Dismount. 
• Roman Byzantine cataphracts can dismount as swordsmen or heavy skirmishers per rule [1.5]). 
• Heavy cavalry (both sides) can dismount as swordsmen. 
• Dismounted cavalry must meet infantry stacking restrictions. 

3. Shock Effect. 
• Class B units attacked by Class C cavalry defend with a combat strength of “2”. 

4. Shield Wall. Both sides can use the Roman Swordsman Square rule [1.0] modified as 
follows: 

• Swords can stack up to three high (not four). 
• All fire attacks, offensive or defensive, made against a Shield Wall deduct “one” from the die 

roll (a “one” remains a “one”). 
• Change [1.1.6] so overstacked disrupted Shield Walls are not eliminated. 
• Other effects apply.
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• Aurelianum Deployment Map

As the Roman Empire in the West collapsed in the latter 5th century AD, various warlords fought to 
maintain something of order. One of these warlords was Aegidius, the Magister Militum per Gallias 
(Master of the Soldiers in Gaul), a protege of the great general Flavius Aetius (who had been killed by 
an ungrateful emperor back in 454), Aegidius ruled what became known as the kingdom of Soissons in 
northern Gaul. Needless to say, Aegidius had to fight a constant struggle against the various Germanic 
peoples who had overrun the region. A major threat came from the Visigoths who dominated southern 
Gaul and Hispania. 

In 463 AD the Visigoths under their king Theodoric moved against Soissons. They were met in battle 
by Aegidius at Aurelianum (Orleans). The Roman force consisted of Aegidius' field army and assorted 
allies. Aegidius won a decisive battle and Soissons would outlive the collapse of the Western Empire in 
476. 

The scenario shows Aegidius intercepting the Visiogths as they cross the Loire. Details of the historical 
battle are scarce, but the Legion scenario gives an idea of what the armies might have deployed. 

The Visigoths are a combination of cavalry plus infantry, warriors and levies. They had considerable 
number of foot archers, based on their experience countering the horse archers of the steppe from 
earlier travels, so they get skirmishers. 

By this time, Roman regular cavalry was mainly of the heavy horse archer variety, probably introduced 
by Aetius, and are shown as Byzantine cataphracts. There are also some heavy and oriental cavalry, 
representing other types including foederates (allies) such as Alans as well as Illyrian class horse. 
Aegidius apparently had a contingent of Frankish allies, so the Romans get barbarian infantry (which 
also represents some of the heavier Roman auxilia palatina). 

Heavy cavalry can dismount to fight as swordsmen, which was a common practice at this time. The 
shield wall represents a tactic for heavy infantry. I gave cavalry of all types a higher victory point 
value, since by this time they were the mainstay for a field force. 

In the Aurelianum scenario, the armies are small but there are great stakes to be won...and lost. 
Aegidius' victory halted the ambitions of the Visigoths, but Soissons would soon be facing other foes.
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PRESTAGS Scenario: Byeokjegwan, the Imjin War, 27 February 1593

Location: near Seoul in Korea during the Japanese invasion of the mainland. 

The scenario requires the Yeoman map, counters and exclusive rules, plus units from Legion or Viking 
and Spartan. 

Japanese: Leaders ”2L” x 1, “3L” x 3; Professional spear x 10, Barbarian infantry x 6, Longbow x 5, 
Arquebus (late) x 10, Byzantine cataphracts x 9, Light artillery x 2. 

Deploy 
• Initial force: select one leader and six other units, place at N-2.
• All other units are reinforcements (see special rules). 

Point value = 163 
Panic level = 74
Stacking = 3 

Victory = Substantive

Ming-Korean: Leaders “2L” x 1, “3L” x 2; Militia spear x 3, Militia infantry x 3, Barbarian 
infantry x 4, Skirmisher x 2, Bowmen x 4, Crossbow x 2, Arquebus (early) x 2, Heavy cavalry x 
4, Medium cavalry x 4, Oriental cavalry x 8, Heavy artillery x 2, Light artillery x 2. 

Deploy 
• Initial force: select one leader and eight other units, place at Q-1.
• All other units are reinforcements (see special rules). 

Point value = 141 
Panic level = 57
Stacking = Class C, Mf: 3; all others: 2
Victory = Occupy hexes N and S at end of scenario 

Deployment: Japanese deploy first, Ming-Koreans move first. 

Game length: 30 game turns (see Weather rule) 

Special Rules 

1. Victory Points 
• Leaders are worth their combat bonus in points (6 or 3). 
• Use the Yeoman Victory Point Variation rule [7.0] and add:

...Oriental cavalry = 3 Victory Points

...Byzantine cataphracts = 6 Victory Points 
2. Terrain 

• Use terrain effects for Yeoman. 
3. Reinforcements
Starting with their second player turn, each player rolls one die. If the result is less than the 
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current turn number, their reinforcements enter that turn: 
• Japanese: within two hexes of the road leading off the west map edge near hex L. 
• Ming-Koreans: within two hexes of the road leading off the east map edge near hex Q. 
• If all reinforcement hexes are blocked by enemy units, then reinforcements enter on the nearest 

open hex on the same map edge. In the event of ties, choose one hex. Units which can not end 
the movement phase on the map owing to stacking restrictions enter on ensuing turns. 
4. Dismount
Following units can dismount per Yeoman rule [8.1] Unit Conversion: 

• Japanese BC convert to BI or LB. 
• Ming-Korean HC convert to PS; MC to MS. 

5. Artillery 
• Treat artillery as class Ff (not Mf). 
• Use Yeoman special rule [6.0], Artillery Movement. Use the printed movement factors of 

artillery (not the post-1500 doubling). 
• All artillery starts limbered. 
• Artillery unlimber and limber by expending 2 movement points (not 3). 
• If panicked, unlimbered artillery units are eliminated. 

6. Mud 
• Do not use the Yeoman Unit Capability [8.2] rule. 
• See optional Weather rule. 

7. Weather (Optional) 
Beginning with Turn 2, at the start of each game turn the Japanese roll one die to determine 
weather effects. The effects remain in force for the remainder of the game turn (for both 
players). 
1 = Rainstorm/Fog
2 = Fog 
3, 4 = Mud
5, 6 = Weather breaks 

1) Weather Effects: 
• Rainstorm/Fog: if this is turn 25 or later, the game ends (and evaluate victory); otherwise, treat 

as Fog. 
• Fog: Same as Mud, plus:

a) The only units which are in command are those stacked with a Leader (per [10.23]); other 
Leader effects apply normally. 
b) Maximum range for fire units is three hexes.
c) See Special Rule 6, above. 

• Mud: no effect (use Special Rule 6, above). 
• Weather breaks: 

a) Use the Unit Capability rule [8.2], with the following modifications: 
...MS melee attacked by HC, MC and BC units defend with a strength of 6.
...PS melee attacked by HC, MC and BC units defend with a strength of 8.
...BI melee attacked by HC, MC and BC units defend with a strength of 2.
b) Artillery units double their movement factors (per [6.3]). 
2) Duration: weather conditions stay in effect until the end of the game turn. Roll again next 
turn, unless Rainstorm goes into effect. 
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8. Variable Victory (Optional) 
Prior to initial set up, each player rolls one die in secret to determine their Victory Condition. At 
the end of the game, reveal the results. 

• Japanese: 
1, 2, 3 = Substantive
4, 5 = Occupy hexes N and S at end of scenario 
6 = Occupy hex Q at end of scenario 

• Ming-Korean:
1, 2 = Substantive 
3, 4, 5 = Occupy hexes N and S at end of scenario 
6 = Exit one Leader and 15 other units off the west map edge via the Japanese reinforcement 
zone.

Byeokjegwan 1593: Deployment Map

Byeokjegwan 1593 Historical Notes

In 1591 Toyotomi Hideyoshi consolidated his power in Japan and looked for new lands to conquer. Just 
across the sea to the west was Ming China, whose conquest Hideyoshi saw as being an opportunity for 
military glory (he apparently did not appreciate the full size of China and the forces it could muster 
against him!). But to get to China meant invading Korea, a Ming client state. Accordingly, in 1592 
Hideyoshi landed an army at modern day Pusan which advanced north, taking Hanseong (Seoul) and 
then Pyongyang. In response to the intrusion, the Ming dispatched an army under Li Rusong which 
crossed the Yalu south. Meanwhile the Korean fleet wrecked havoc on Japanese naval lines of 
communications. 

Li Rusong's combined Ming-Korean army retook Pyongyang and then advanced on Hanseong. 
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Kobayakawa Takakage, in command of the Japanese army there, decided that valor was the better part 
of discretion and advanced out to meet Li. The advance guards of the two armies met near a relay 
station at Byeokjegwan and what followed was a running battle as both sides brought up their main 
bodies. Attack followed counterattack, with Japanese musketry finally turning the tide. Li fell back, and 
the Japanese would go on to take the offensive. Several years of desultory warfare ensued, with the 
Japanese finally withdrawing from Korea after Hideyoshi's death in September 1598.
Byeokjegwan 1593 Scenario Notes
There are two unique armies here. The Japanese have a better balanced force with cavalry, melee 
infantry and missile troops. The BC represent samurai cavalry armed with a combination of longbows 
and edged weapons. Barbarian infantry are a substitute for troops with various types of bladed 
polearms such as naginatas and samurai swords … the latter really an offensive weapon so the BI 6-3-5 
makes sense. The rank and file ashigaru have spears and arquebuses, the latter apparently being used 
with volley tactics. There is some debate about the range of Japanese bows, but they appear to be 
comparable to the English longbow so they are represented as such. 

The Ming-Korean force is a mixed bag from both countries, professionals, mercenaries to militia. 
Overall, there is not quite enough of what you need. There's a strong cavalry contingent, but infantry 
support is happenstance. The barbarian infantry represents elite Ming assault troops and Korean warrior 
monks. Oriental cavalry are both Koreans who made much use of the bow on horseback, and various 
Mongol and Manchurian mercenaries. Artillery represents both guns and rockets. The artillery is 
moderately strong but being relatively slow may not be able to keep up, especially since the Ming-
Korean force has to be on the offensive to take those victory hexes. 

I've seen estimates of troop strength for the armies running from 15,000 to 30,000 men. The Japanese 
apparently had more troops, so they get a numerical edge in the scenario. As usual, cavalry units 
represent a smaller number of men per unit, so the Ming-Korean force has more counters than would 
otherwise be there with a straight counting of heads. 

Ground conditions for the battle were muddy. I showed this in the scenario by not using the Unit 
Capability rule [8.1], since the slogging would have forestalled cavalry charges and disrupted spear 
formations. Also, the Yeoman fast artillery rule is not used given the difficulty of moving the guns in 
these conditions. Incidentally, the mud was one reason the cavalry dismounted to fight. 

As usual, I modified the artillery units to Ff as opposed to the Mf on the counter since otherwise they 
could not stack with infantry. And unlimbered artillery which panics are eliminated since presumably 
the gunners would abandon their guns. 

I gave both sides high moderate panic levels, the Japanese owing to martial virtues, the Ming-Koreans 
with their determination to repel the invaders. 

Overall, Byeokjegwan was a meeting engagement, typical of many actions in the war. The randomized 
reinforcements, victory variation and weather rules let you use this scenario as a template for other 
battles in Korea in this era. 
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Viking Scenario: Casilinum, October AD 554

Byzantines: 
Force A: Leaders “1L” x 1, “2L” x 1, “3L” x 1; Swordsmen x 8, Axemen x 3, Improved bowmen x 9, 
Byzantine cataphracts x 10, Horse bowmen x 4. 
Force B: Leader “3L” x 1; Heavy cavalry x 6. 

Deploy = hex G-4 
Point value = 120
Panic level = 54 
Stacking = 3
Victory = Decisive 
Leadership: mounted units are exempted per [10.22] 

Franks: 
Leaders “2L” x 1, “3L” x 2; Militia infantry x 10, Axemen x 15, Barbarian infantry x 10, Heavy 
cavalry x 5, Medium cavalry x 5. 

Deploy = Within the area shown on the deployment map 
Point value = 102
Panic level = 41
Stacking = 2
Victory = (a) occupy hex G at the end of the game, and (b) exit at least one leader plus 15 other units 
off the east map edge in the designated zone. 

Deployment: 
Byzantines deploy first with Force A. 
Franks deploy second, move first. 
Byzantine Force B arrives as a reinforcement (see special rules). 
Game length: 15 game turns. 

Special Rules 
1. VP. Leaders are worth their combat bonus in points (9, 6 or 3). 
2. Byzantines

• Herul reinforcement. At the start of each Byzantine turn beginning with 2, roll one die. If the 
result is less than the current turn number, then the Byzantines receive Force B as a 
reinforcement. These units enter the east map edge on or within ten hexes north of the road 
leading off the SE. 

• Bucellarii. Byzantine cataphracts can stack up to four units in the same hex with the Byzantine 
“1” leader. In this case, non-BC units can not stack with them. If the “1” leader is eliminated or 
leaves the hex, the stacking situation must be restored at the end of the ensuing Byzantine 
movement phase or eliminate one excess unit. If the “1” leader is reduced to a lower level, BC 
can still stack up to four in its hex. 

• Cataphract tactics. Byzantine cataphracts can fire during their Offensive Fire Phase, move, 
then melee attack. This is a special case for rule [6.5]. They are still bound by rule [6.12] – they 
can not fire offensively and defensively on consecutive player turns. 

• Hun arrow storm. Byzantine horse bowmen can fire once each player turn (i.e., both 
offensively and defensively; special case for rule [6.12]). 
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• Herul shock effect. The first Byzantine Melee Combat phase in which one or more Byzantine 
heavy cavalry units attack, their HC receive a one column shift to the right. The first Byzantine 
Melee Combat phase, all attacks involving one or more Byzantine heavy cavalry units receive a 
one column shift to the right. On the ensuing Frankish player turn, all Frankish melee attacks 
against hexes containing Byzantine heavy cavalry are shifted one to the left. The shifts are 
received even if other Byzantine units are involved in the combat. Further, on those two player 
turns, Frankish missile fire against stacks containing Byzantine heavy cavalry have "one" 
subtracted from the die roll (a die roll of less than one = one). 
3. Franks

• Cavalry dismount. During initial setup the Frankish player can replace heavy and medium 
cavalry with swordsmen. Once dismounted, swordsmen can not remount. Their point value is 
the same (two). 

• Impetus. On turns 1 and 2, all Frankish Class A and B units can move up to their full 
movement allowance, regardless if in Leader Radius or not [10.2]. 

• Franciscas. Franks employ Vikings exclusive rule [1.0] Franciscas.
Deployment Map: Casilinum, AD 554

Casilinum Historical Notes

Casilinum is something of an experiment. There's a scenario for the battle in Legion but it seems to be 
little more than an expanded version of Busta Gallorum AD 552 (aka Taginae). I went over to Viking 
because it more finely shows the Franks and the 6th century is the prelude to the Dark Ages. I gave 
the scenario quite a few special rules, mainly to show the sophistication of tactics even at the opening 
of the Dark Ages. 

The background to Casilinum is that in 553 the Franks under their chief Butilinus had invaded Italy, 
which had been reconquered by the Byzantines led by Belisarius and Narses. Disease and ambushes 
cut down the Franks from their original 80,000 warriors to considerably less. Butilinus crossed the 
Volturnus River near the town of Casilinum, south of Rome and at the junction of the Via Appia and 
Via Latina. There, he ran into a Byzantine army commanded by Narses. The Byzantines had 18,000 
men, including a contingent of Germanic Heruli mercenary cavalry with their chief Sindual. Butilinus 
force is estimated from 20 to 30,000 (probably the lower end) to include Franks plus allied Alemanni 
(or Suebi) and some Goths. 

Narses deployed with heavy infantry in the center and archers on the flanks. He positioned his 
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cataphracts and Hun light horse at the extreme wings, using a woods as a cover on the left … and 
waited. A glitch in Narses' plan came when the Heruli left the field after Narses called one of their 
chiefs to account for killing a servant. 

Seeing the opportunity, Butilinus formed his army into a massive wedge and attacked. As the Franks 
closed in, they were cut down by Byzantine arrows but made it to the center of Narses' position where 
they pushed back his first line of infantry. Narses wheeled his horsemen around the flanks of the 
Frankish column where they added their archery to the fire. Right at the nick of time, Sindual returned 
to the field with his men, smashing into the Franks. Surrounded, the Franks formed up into a shield 
wall and made their stand. When the dust cleared, the Franks were largely wiped out while Byzantine 
lost 80 men, or so claimed the histories.
Casilinum Order of Battle Notes
For the scenario, the Franks have barbarian infantry and axemen, the latter being armed with 
franciscas (throwing axes). I reduced the number of Frankish cavalry considerably from the Legion 
scenario – the medium cavalry here represents the usual contingent of Frankish nobles on horse, while 
the heavies are whatever Goths who allied with Butilinus against the Byzantines. There was no 
mention of Frankish cavalry at the battle, so we can assume they dismounted to fight, a common tactic 
for the era. The militia infantry represent rabble along for the pillaging, as well as warriors with cases 
of dysentery! 

The Byzantines have a pretty effective combined arms army. The axemen are various lighter troops in 
the army, as well as whatever barbarian mercenaries may have been marching along. The heavy 
cavalry represents the Heruli, with a random reinforcement turn. This gives the Frankish player a 
reason to attack early, while the Byzantines have to play a delaying game. The Bucellarii special rule 
accounts for elite mercenaries directly commanded by Byzantine generals at this time. Incidentally, 
there is some debate at which point Byzantine infantry adopted the long spear as a weapon. The 
consensus seems to be that this occurred sometime late in or after the Italian wars based on Narses 
experience in dismounting his heavy horse to form a phalanx. 

The Franks had some missile troops in their array, but I subsumed them into their Francisca 
capability. The franciscas can make their axemen very dangerous to attack, since they get one round 
of three strength defensive fire. This means the Byzantines are going to have to use their own missile 
capabilities to soften them up with disruptions prior to charging in. 

Compared to the original scenario, I upped the Frankish panic level a bit, and reduced that of the 
Byzantines. This is because of the well known Frankish ferocity once they got rolling, while the 
Byzantines were operating with an army of multiple contingents and, as the Heruli incident showed, 
lacked some cohesion. 

Anyway, Casilinum pretty much secured Italy for the Emperor Justinian, though the devastation from 
the wars undermined the future defense of what was once the Roman heartland. But for now, 
Constantinople was triumphant.
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Yeoman Scenario

Dreux: First Round of the French Wars of Religion, 19 December 1562 

Location: south of town of Dreux, west of Paris. 

Royalists: Leaders “2L” x 1, “3L” x 1; Professional pike x 4, Professional spear x 4, Militia spear x 4, 
Arquebus (late) x 6, Arquebus (early) x 3, Heavy cavalry x 6, Light cavalry x 2 (see Harquebusiers 
rule), Heavy artillery x 2, Light artillery x 2. 

Deploy Force = N-4
Point value = 118 
Panic level = 42
Stacking = Cavalry = 3, all others = 2
Victory = Substantive 

Huguenots: Leaders “2L” x 1, “3L” x 1; Professional spear x 2, Militia spear x 4, Arquebus (late) x 3, 
Arquebus (early) x 3, Heavy cavalry x 4, Light cavalry x 1 (see Harquebusiers rule), Medium cavalry x 
8 (see Reiters rule), Heavy artillery x 1, Light artillery x 1. 

Deploy Force = E-6 
Point value = 104 
Panic level = 37
Stacking = Cavalry = 3, all others = 2
Victory = Occupy the village adjacent to hex N on the last turn of the game. 

Deployment: Royalists deploy first, Huguenots move first. 
Game length: 25 game turns 

Special Rules 
1. VP. 

• Leaders on both sides are worth their combat bonus in points (6 or 3). 
• Use the Victory Point Variation rule [7.0]; heavy cavalry = 6 VP, medium cavalry = 4 VP, light 

cavalry = 2 VP.
2. Huguenot Reiters. Medium cavalry represent pistol armed Reiter cavalry.

• Reiters are class Mf units. They have a missile factor of “1” and a range of “1”. (Alternatively, 
use oriental cavalry from other games in the series, their factors are about right; they're worth 4 
VP per [7.0].) 

• Caracole: Reiters can fire once each player turn (i.e., both offensively and defensively in the 
same game turn; special case for rule [6.12]).
3. Countermarch Fire. 

• Arquebus (late) on both sides can fire once each player turn (i.e., both offensively and 
defensively in the same game turn; special case for rule [6.12]). 

• Must also use rule [8.3] Range Effects (for all fire units). 
4. Harquebusiers. Light cavalry can dismount as arquebus (early). Follow the same procedure 
as [8.0]. Eliminated AE count as LC for VP. 
5. Squares. Royalist professional pikes and professional spears can use the Square rule [1.0].
6. Unit Capabilities. Medium and light cavalry can melee attack disrupted enemy PS and PP 
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which defend with double their printed strength; this is a special case for [8.2]. (Also applies to 
oriental cavalry, if used.)

• Dreux Battle Map

Dreux Order of Battle Notes 

The main thing was to model the reiter cavalry within the existing game system. This meant giving a 
fire combat factor to the Huguenot medium cavalry. But there was more to it, since the caracole tactic 
had to be accounted for (where columns of horsemen trotted forward, fired their pistols at enemy 
formations, then retired to reload). The easiest way was to allow the medium cavalry fire in successive 
offensive and defensive phases. 

I gave cavalry on both sides a stacking of three per hex while infantry is only two. This was because of 
the generally superior performance of both sides' horse on the day of battle, and to make up for the 
relatively weak strength of cavalry units in the game. A heavy cavalryman is a 4-2-7 while a 
professional pike is 6-6-4! Also, light cavalry dismount as arquebusiers as by this time they were armed 
with firearms. One other point: MC and LC can attack disrupted enemy Class A units since they would 
exploit gaps in the otherwise rigid formations. 

Huguenot infantry is mainly militia spear with some professionals, representing both low quality levies 
and the reported abysmal performance of the landsknechts on the day. Royalist infantry is higher rated 
since they include Swiss and Spanish veterans. Arquebus (late) also represent muskets and the 
countermarch technique where successive ranks of a shot column would march forward to discharge 
their pieces at the other side; hence, they can shoot in continuous fire phases. 

Each side gets two commanders as both divided their forces into two wings or lines. I also made the 
panic levels relatively low to show the reluctance to engage. With this scenario, you can see where 
tactics were going which would lead to the battlefield revolutions of Maurice of Nassau and Gustavus 
Adolfus.
Dreux Historical Notes
Dreux might be called the last battle of the Renaissance and the first of the run-up to the 30 Years War. 
Both sides had armies which were classic pike-and-shot, but also some new elements which would later 
dominate the battlefield. So with a modification or two we can use the Yeoman game for the scenario. 

The background to the battle is that divisions between French Catholics and Protestants (Huguenots) 
had a parallel political dimension, with the Royalists supporting the former and various rebels the latter. 
In 1562 this led to open warfare, with both sides mobilizing their armies. And it wasn't just Frenchmen 
in the ranks. The Royalists had strong contingents of Spanish allies and Swiss mercenaries; the 
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Huguenot array including German Landsknecht infantry and reiter cavalry – the latter armed with 
pistols and using the caracole to bring mobile firepower onto the battlefield. 

Anyway, after some maneuvering around Paris, a Huguenot army under Louis of Bourbon, prince of 
Conde, moved towards Normandy but was blocked by the Royalists, commanded by Duke Anne of 
Montmorency, constable of France, in front of the town of Dreux. Montmercy had selected his position 
well, with its flanks guarded by woods. Both sides delayed opening the action, since neither wanted to 
appear to be the aggressor in the new civil war. Finally, Conde moved and the next several hours saw 
much back and forth fighting. Both sides had their own advantage: the Huguenots with their superior 
cavalry, the Royalists with their veteran Spanish and Swiss infantry. 

The battle ended with the Royalists claiming a victory since they held the field, but casualties on both 
sides were so high that Dreux was something of a draw. One odd thing was that both Montmercy and 
Conde ended up being captured by the opposing side. Fighting between the factions would continue 
until 1599 when Henry of Navarre became king. Among other things, Dreux showed the efficacy of 
firearm equipped cavalry, though lance armed gendarmes also proved their worth.
I considered three ways to model the Reiters: 

• Move, fire, then melee 
• Fire offensively and then melee offensively 
• Fire in successive phases 

Option (1) meant adding an extra fire phase to the sequence, which violated my general 
principle of keeping things within the original rules as much as possible. 

Option (2) made some sense, but did not add much since to fire offensively they would have to 
start their player turn adjacent to an enemy unit (since range = 1). But if they started adjacent, it 
meant that in the prior turn the enemy would have had to move adjacent to them, so they could 
have used defensive fire anyway. I also thought this made them a little too offensive minded, 
more like Swedish cavalry of the 30 Years War. 

So I ended up with Option (3), the idea being it models a continuous stream of fire from 
horsemen trotting forward, discharging pistols, then circling back to reload. If the enemy was 
disrupted by defensive fire, then the Reiters can either (a) fire another volley or (b) melee attack 
them, pretty much the tactics of the time. 
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Viking Scenario: The Ring of the Avars, AD 796

Age of Charlemagne, somewhere beyond the eastern marches of the Frankish Empire... 

Avars: Leaders “2L” x 1, 3L x 2; Militia infantry x 15, Axemen x 5, Improved bows x 5, Medium 
cavalry x 5, Byzantine cataphracts x 5, Horse bowmen x 25. 

Deploy Force = E-4
Point value = 127
Panic level = 45
Stacking = 2 (see special rules)
Leadership: mounted units are excepted (per [10.0])
Victory = Marginal 

Franks: Leaders “2L” x 2, “3L“ x 2; Militia infantry x 6, Swordsmen x 6, Barbarian infantry x 4, 
Improved bowmen x 12, Heavy cavalry x 16, Medium cavalry x 8. 

Deploy force = F-4
Point value = 132
Panic level = 60
Stacking: Class C = 3, all others =2
Victory = Decisive or occupy both village hexes at the end of the scenario. 

Deployment: Avars deploy first, Franks move first. 
Game length: 30 game turns 

Special Rules 
1. VP 

• Leaders on both sides are worth their combat bonus in points (6 or 3). 
2. Avar Ring Fortress. The two village hexes at and adjacent to hex E represent the Avar 
fortress. 

• Avars can stack up to four units in these hexes (plus leaders). Franks stack per normal rules. 
3. Archery 

• Frankish improved bows. Use crossbows for improved bows (their factors are the same). 
• Avar arrow swarm. Avar horse bowmen can fire once each player turn (both offensively and 

defensively; special case for rule [6.12]). This does not apply to other missile units.
4. Dismounting. The following units can dismount: Frankish heavy cavalry as swordsmen, 
medium cavalry as axemen. 

• Units dismount at the start of the friendly movement phase. Replace the mounted unit with the 
dismounted unit. A dismounting unit can not be adjacent to enemy units, and can not be 
disrupted at the time. They do not have to be in Command Radius. They can not conduct any 
movement or attack in the same player turn. Once dismounted, units can not remount. They 
count as their original point value when eliminated. 

• Dismounted units must meet Class B stacking requirements. 
5. Frankish Shield Wall. 

• Frankish swordsmen and axemen units can stack up to three per hex. No other units types can 
stack with a three unit stack (except for Leaders). Avar missile fire against three unit stacks has 
"one" subtracted from the die roll (a die roll of less than one = one). 
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• Units in shield wall have their movement reduced to one (that's one hex, regardless of terrain). 
• Stacks of three HC/MC which dismount can go directly into Shield Wall.

Ring of the Avars Deployment Map

Ring of the Avars AD 796: Scenario Notes
Avars could are recorded as putting at least 30,000 warriors into action, while Franks are estimated to have field forces of 
20,000 or more. Little in the way of actual numbers are available, but given that the battle was close to the Avar main base, 
and not too far from Frankish frontier marches, both sides would be able to deploy a large force for the era. 

Avars are built around horse archers, with a contingent of more heavily armed cataphracts. Other units represent 
subject peoples, mainly Slavs. 

Franks are a fairly balanced combined arms force. The large number of heavy cavalry is due to the incorporation of 
the Lombards into the Frankish army after Charlemagne conquered them in 774. Frankish heavy and medium cavalry get 
three hex stacking to show the impact of their charges, making them more effective per unit. Charlemagne promoted archery 
in the ranks, and the Lombards also deployed large numbers of bowmen. The barbarian infantry represents Swabians who 
employed two handed swords...mainly this is an excuse to get BI units into a scenario! 

Overall, it's an asymmetrical lineup. The Franks have the edge when it comes to heavier troops, but the Avars are 
more mobile and with greater firepower. They also gain the advantage of the two fortress hexes (villages with extra 
stacking), but have to stand and fight for them thereby ceding their mobility. I gave the Franks a relatively higher panic level 
since they were known for good morale and were operating with a string of successes under their swordbelts, while the 
Avars lacked overall cohesion owing to civil wars and dissent in the ranks of the subject forces. 

Historically, the Frankish victory at the Ring was a major turning point for the region, and a great epic was thusly 
composed about Pepin.
Ring of the Avars AD 796: Historical Notes
In the 6th century AD the Avars...one of many steppe peoples who had moved west...established something of an empire (or 
khaganate) along the central and lower Danube. The Avars employed the usual central Asian horse archer tactics, and are 
usually credited with introducing the stirrup to Europe. They also had a reputation for being ruthless in campaigning against 
(or sometimes allying with) their neighbors: Byzantines, Lombards, Slavs and Gepids. By the 8th century, they were 
running up against the Frankish Empire of Carolus Magnus, more commonly known to history as Charlemagne. 

Needless to say, Charlemagne could not put up with the threat to his Bavarian and north Italian territories, so in AD 
791 he initiated a series of campaigns to bring low the “Huns”, as the Avars were often termed by the Franks, dispatching 
armies under the command of his son Pepin and Duke Eric of Friuli. This meant marching into hostile territory, but both 
Pepin and Eric were veteran campaigners and could mobilize troops from the empire's many lands and allies, including 
Germans, Lombards and Croats. The target was the Avar's central stronghold, called the Ring. The Ring has been variously 
described as a single great fortress or a series of smaller forts. 

In the ensuing war, the Franks generally got the upper hand, in part because the Avars had been weakened by 
internal struggles as well as endless warfare with Bulgars and Byzantines. In 795, the Franks captured the Ring in what was 
essentially a large-scale raid, then withdrew. In 796 Pepin returned, once again taking the Ring, this time gaining the 
submission of the Avars and incorporating their territories as a march (frontier military zone) of Charlemagne's empire.
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Yeoman Scenario: Pinkie Cleugh, Last Hurrah for the Schiltrons, 10 September 1547

Location: Eastern Scotland along the Firth of Forth. 

English: Leaders “2L” x 1, “3L” x 2; Professional spear x 7, Longbowmen x 5, Arquebus (late) x 3, 
Heavy cavalry x 7, Medium cavalry x 5, Light cavalry x 1, Heavy artillery x 3, Light artillery x 2. 

Deploy Force = Q-3
Point value = 137 
Panic level = 55
Stacking = 3 
Victory = Occupy hex R at the end of the game 

Scots: Leaders “3L” x 3; Professional pike x 4, Professional spear x 6, Militia spear x 8, Swordsmen x 
3, Crossbowmen x 5, Arquebus (early) x 1, Medium cavalry x 4, Heavy artillery x 1, Light artillery x 3; 
Trenches x 4. 

Deploy Force = R-3 
Point value = 102 
Panic level = 34
Stacking = 2 (see Schiltron rule) 
Victory = Occupy Hex M or the road hex leading off the northeast map corner at the end of the game 

Deployment: English deploy first, Scots move first. 
Game length: 20 game turns 

Special Rules 

1. Victory Points 
• Leaders on both sides are worth their combat bonus in points (6 or 3). 
• Use the Victory Point Variation rule [7.0]; heavy cavalry = 6 VP, medium cavalry = 4 VP, light 

cavalry = 2 VP.
2. Terrain. Treat woods as marsh.
3. Schiltrons. Scottish Class A units can use the Yeoman Square rule [1.0]. They can stack up 
to four units when in Square.
4. Artillery Movement [6.3]. English artillery double their movement allowance. Scottish 
artillery use their printed movement allowance.
5. Harquebusiers. English light cavalry can dismount as arquebus (early). Follow the same 
procedure as [8.1]. Eliminated dismounted AE count as LC for VP. 
6. Unit Capabilities. Medium and light cavalry can melee attack disrupted enemy PP, PS and 
MS which defend with their printed strength; this is a special case for [8.2].
7. Countermarch Fire. English arquebus (late) can fire once each player turn (i.e., both 
offensively and defensively in the same game turn, special case for standard rule [6.12]; 
restrictions of [6.4] apply for defensive fire).
8. Scottish impetus

• During initial deployment, all English artillery must start limbered.
• On turn 1 all Scottish Class A, B and Ff units have their printed movement doubled (if out of 

command, use their normal movement). 
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9. English Fleet. During each English offensive fire combat phase, the English player can 
designate any one hex within two hexes of the north map edge. Then attack that hex as a fire 
combat at 1-1 odds. This is regardless of terrain, entrenchment or line of sight considerations. 

• The target hex can not be adjacent to any English units, nor can it be under fire attack by on-
map units.

• Pinkie Cleugh Deployment Map

Pinkie Cleugh Historical Notes

The battle of Pinkie Cleugh (ravine) has been called the triumph of a Renaissance (English) army 
against a Medieval (Scottish) army. The battle had its origins during the reign of Henry VIII Tudor who 
dispatched an army north to bring the Scots into line and forestall a French alliance with the upstarts. 

The English army was commanded by the Duke of Somerset, who mustered a combined arms force 
with a balance between cavalry, infantry and artillery. The infantry included bill and pikemen, 
longbows and arquebusiers, the cavalry being heavy gendarmerie and lighter border horse. There were 
also some mercenaries from the continent, and a fleet in the Firth of Forth to provide fire support. 

The Scots relied on their schiltrons, massive columns of pikes. Some of the pikemen were trained up by 
French instructors, others were clan levies. Then add in some two handed swordsmen, crossbows and a 
few hand gunners. The Scots also a considerable amount of artillery, mainly light pieces or heavy 
arquebuses mounted on carts, but these were not as mobile as their English opposite numbers. Cavalry 
was few in numbers and depleted from a skirmish prior to the day of battle. 

The battle got its start as Somerset was marching along the coast. Arran, commanding the Scots, had 
dug in on a low ridge and waited. But when Somerset changed his direction of march, Arran thought 
the English were withdrawing and so launched an impetuous attack. Somerset responded calmly, 
sending forth his horse to delay the Scots, who stopped to repulse them. This gave the English time to 
position their infantry and artillery. The Schiltrons then attacked only to be repulsed by a hail of shot, 
arrows and cannonballs. 

Seeing a rout in progress, Arran declared he had been “betrayed” and fled the field. The rest of the 
Scottish army followed and the English pursued, inflicting large numbers of casualties. Somerset went 
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on to campaign in the north but Henry found that ruling Scotland would be another matter than just 
winning a battle.
Pinkie Cleugh Order of Battle Notes
Both armies divided their forces into three battles per Medieval practice, so they each get three leaders. 
Somerset was a much better commander than Arran, so the former is rated as a “2” and the latter a “3”. 
Dismal Scottish leadership is factored into their lower panic level; this also accounts for the 
bombardment of the English fleet which was located off the north map edge in the Firth of Forth. 

The Scots double their movement on turn 1 as they were reported moving with the speed of cavalry. 
The English artillery needs a turn to set up, but once it gets into action can be devastating. 

Victory is in geographical terms for both sides. The English were marching on Edinburgh (map west 
though true north). The Scots were initially planning a defensive battle, but Arran changed this in part 
owing to his perception that he could catch Somerset in the flank, in part because the English fleet 
made his potion untenable. Thus, the Scots have to seize an objective hex, giving them a reason to 
attack. 

There are several different estimates of army strengths at Pinkie. I used an average for each side. 
English arquebuses get to fire once per turn owing to the reported efficacy of their musketry tactics. 
The light cavalry represent harquebusiers, mounted arquebus men. I thought of having a special rule 
for mounted fire, representing the caracole, but it wasn't worth it for just one unit. Instead, they can 
dismount as arquebuses which does account for this, sort of. 

I did add a special rule for medium and light cavalry attacking disrupted Class A units, otherwise 
prohibited by rule [8.2]. Once the dense pike formations were broken up, they were vulnerable to 
cavalry charges. One can even argue that disrupted Class A being attacked by Class C cavalry have 
their defense values halved, but that would be one more special rule in a scenario already top heavy 
with them. 

The scenario is intended to be something of a race: the Scots to strike while Somerset is getting his 
army deployed, the English to get into a position from which they can exploit their firepower.
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Spartan Scenario: River Caecus, Pergamon defeats the Galatians 241 BC

Galatians (yellow counters): Leaders "2L" x 1, "3L" x 1; Barbarian infantry x 26 (see special rules), 
Skirmishers x 4, Medium cavalry x 2, Light cavalry x 6, Oriental cavalry x 6 (see special rules). 

Deploy = hex C-3 
Point value = 121 
Panic level = 40 
Stacking = 2 
Victory = occupy the village adjacent to hex S at the end of the scenario 

Pergamon (purple counters): Leader "2L" x 2, "3L" x 1; Professional pike x 2, Militia spear x 6, Light 
troops x 6, Barbarian infantry x 6, Bowmen x 4, Skirmishers x 7, Ballista x 1, Heavy cavalry x 3, 
Medium cavalry x 4, Light cavalry x 3. 

Deploy = D-3 and/or S-3 
Point value = 117 
Panic level = 53
Stacking = 3 
Victory = Substantive. 

Deployment: Galatians deploy first, Galatians move first 
Game length: 25 game turns 

Special Rules 
1. Galatian Barbarian Infantry. There are 15 barbarian infantry in the Spartan counter manifest. Use 
other unit types as substitutes (with full barbarian infantry combat factors). Or scavenge barbarian 
infantry from Legion. 
2. VP. Leaders on both sides are worth their combat bonus in points (6 or 3). 
3. Unit Capabilities. Use Spartan rule [3.4], modified; only the following apply: 
Class A units attacked by Class C cavalry have their defense strength doubled. 
Class B units attacked by Class C cavalry have their defense strength halved (retain fractions). 
4. Peltasts. Pergamon light troops (LT) can enter woods, paying normal terrain costs. 
5. Galatian Chariots. Galatian oriental cavalry represent war chariots. They can fire in both the 
offensive and defensive Fire phases of each turn (modification to rule [6.12]; [6.11] still applies). They 
otherwise act as Class Mf units. 
6. Galatian Impetus. 
At the start of any one Galatian player turn, the player can declare “Rush”. All Galatian units in that 
turn can move regardless of leadership radius [10.2].
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River Caecus Deployment Map

River Caecus Historical Notes

After settling in central Asia Minor, the Galatians launched something of a protection racket, agreeing 
to not pillage the adjoining Hellenistic states in return for them paying tribute. Finally, Attalus of 
Pergamon in western Asia Minor got fed up and stopped his kingdom's payments. The Galatians could 
not let this slight go unnoticed, so they gathered an army and marched on Pergamon. Attalus mobilized 
his own army and met them near the source of the River Caicus in western Asia Minor. 

Among other things, Attalus' light troops proved more nimble than the Galatians, while the 
latter were bested by the Pergamonese in the exchange of missiles. Attalus gained a handy victory 
which made him into something of a legend in the region. He then took the title Soter (Savior). 
Afterwards, the Galatians were somewhat more circumspect in their activities, often serving as 
mercenaries for various Hellenistic kingdoms and later on for the Romans.
River Caecus Order of Battle Notes
This battle can be compared with the prior scenario (Thunderbolt). Here, the Pergamonese have a more 
mobile force than did the Macedonians, plus better morale and leadership. Galatians are about as strong 
but are more likely to reach their panic level. Galatians are a very large war party moving into 
Pergamon territory for a round of pillaging. So there's more chariots (aka OC) and heavier cavalry (a 
couple of MC). They have a slightly higher proportion of skirmishers to barbarian infantry because 
their run-ins with Hellenistic missile troops showed them their value. Unlike the prior Thunderbolt 
scenario, barbarian infantry do not halve the defense of Pergamon Class A units as the latter were better 
prepared to deal with the otherwise ferocious Galatian charge. 

Pergamon order of battle is built mainly from peltasts of various types (the LT, BI, some SK) 
plus psiloi (BW, some more SK). These had proven effective in conducting hit and run attacks against 
more ponderous Galatian formations, especially in rough terrain. Galatian phalanx is citizen infantry 
levy bolstered with agema elite (MS, PP). There's also a reinforced cavalry contingent. The ballista is 
conjectural, representing various missile engines used in the field. Galatians are on the offensive with a 
geographical objective (the village next to S, presumably a town to be pillaged!). Pergamon 
deployment allows for a screening force to delay the Galatians while the main body makes their stand 
further back, or maneuvers for a counterattack. 

I gave the Galatians a relatively low panic level owing to the attrition of their morale and 
numbers due to Pergamon guerrilla warfare prior to the battle. The Pergamonese have a higher panic 
level, an edge in a sustained fight. They also have a leader advantage, so it becomes a contest of 
Galatian numbers versus Pergamon tenacity.
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PRESTAGS Scenario: Thapsus 46 BC, Caesar, Senatorials and Elephants

This scenario requires the Legion and Spartan counter sets. Use the Legion maps, special rules and 
terrain effects, plus the Spartan rule for Elephants. 

Situation: Just west of the town of Thapsus in what is today Tunisia during the Roman Civil War. A 
Senatorial army is moving to relieve the town which is besieged by Julius Caesar. Caesar turns to meet 
the relief force and a battle ensues... 

Caesar (red & purple counters): Leaders “1L” x 1, "3L" x 3; Swordsmen x 30, Bowmen x 4, 
Skirmishers x 6, Medium cavalry x 6, Light cavalry x 4, Ballista x 1. 

Deploy = within four hexes of the road junction near the SW map corner 
Point value = 125 
Panic level = 63 
Stacking = 4
Victory = Decisive, or occupy hex F at the end of the scenario 

Senatorials (dark & light yellow counters): Leaders "2L" x 1, "3L" x 2; Swordsmen x 35, Barbarian 
infantry x 2, Skirmishers x 8, Light cavalry x 10, Oriental cavalry x 5, Elephants x 3. 

Deploy = F-3 
Point value = 144 
Panic level = 51
Stacking = 3 

Victory = exit one Leader plus 20 other units off the south map edge west of the stream (see 
deployment map). 

Deployment: Caesar deploys first, Caesar moves first 
Game length: 20 game turns 

Special Rules 
1. VP. Leaders on both sides are worth their combat bonus in points (9, 6 or 3). 
2. Terrain. 

• All hexes on and east of the stream are impassible (including bridges and fords). 
• Treat woods as clear terrain. 
• Treat hex F as a village (it represents the Senatorial camp). 

3. Shock Effect. Class B units attacked by Class C cavalry defend with a combat strength of 
“2”. 
4. Elephants. Use Spartan special rule [1.0] Elephants. 
5. Senatorial Coordination (Optional). Senatorial skirmishers can not stack with Class B units 
(in addition to other restrictions per rule [5.3]). 
6. Caesarian Impetuousity (Optional). If by the end of Turn 3 the Caesarians have not made 
at least two attacks with each involving at least one Swordsman unit, then the Caesarians lose 
10 VP. This includes attacks in which the defender retreated before combat. (That's two attacks 
over those three turns, not per turn!)

• 7. Panic direction. Panicking units can not exit the map from the east or west map edges. Units 
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which reach those edges would continue moving per [13.0] General Rule.
Thapsus 46 BC Deployment Map

Thapsus 46 BC Order of Battle Notes

Thapsus was another battle in the Roman Civil War, pitting Julius Caesar against various Senatorial 
opponents. Caesar was besieging the town of Thapsus (in modern day Tunisia) when a Senatorial army 
moved against him. Accordingly, he turned to fight and in the ensuing action routed his foes. Thapsus 
later surrendered and this secured North Africa for Caesar. 

The battle was fought on a narrow isthmus between the Mediterranean and a salt lake, just west of the 
town itself. The Senatorials do not have the room to deploy and exploit their numbers, so the scenario 
pretty much comes down to who is better able to make a frontal assault – which is where Caesar has 
something of an advantage given the stacking rules. 

There are varying estimates of the numbers of men for each side, ranging from 40,000 to 72,000. I ran 
with a median. One assumption for the scenario is that part of Caesar's army is off the map holding 
down Thapsus itself. 
Caesar's men are veterans, so they stack higher. Both sides had some Numidian allies, factored into the 
cavalry contingents. The most obvious Numidian allied force is with the elephants, variously estimated 
at from 30 to 60+ pachyderms. Caesar also has some veteran horse for medium cavalry. The barbarian 
infantry represents various medium and heavy peltast types which fought as mercenaries around the 
Mediterranean at this time. 
The account of the campaign in the Civil War (probably written by one of Caesar's lieutenants) 
mentions Cretan archers, so there are those bowmen. Caesar also trained a contingent of legionaries 
from each legion as light infantry (in some sources called antesignani or “men in front of the 
standards”) so there are some more skirmishers. Caesar's ballista is speculative, but since the battle was 
fought just outside his siege lines one can assume there would be some missile engines present. 
As for Impetuosity, I normally do not like adding special rules to force a situation, but in this case it 
was so obviously remarked in the Civil War about the legions attacking without orders that it made 
sense to include it. Basically, if Caesar dos not attack in the first three turns he loses VP owing to 
morale issues. 
As for Leaders, the Caesar #1 is Gaius Julius himself. His usual top notch subordinates were not 
present. Marcus Antonius was back in Rome while Labienus had defected to the Senatorials and is 
represented by the latter's #2 leader. Their other two leaders represent Metellus Scipio and Juba King of 
Numidia (possibly present on the field, if not then another routine commander). Regarding victory 
conditions, the Senatorials are moving to relieve the siege of Thapsus while Caesar is out to either 
defeat the Senatorial army or take their camp (the deployment hex). Given that the Senatorial army fell 
apart after a determined attack by the Caesarians, I gave the former a much lower panic level than the 
latter. As usual, Caesar has a non-material edge.
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VIKING Scenario: Vochang AD 1277, Mongols versus Elephants

Location: on the frontier between Yuan dynasty China and the Burmese kingdom. 

This scenario will require units from Viking and Spartan. Use the Viking map and TEC. 

Burmese: Leaders “3L” x 3; Militia spear x 8, Militia infantry x 18, Axemen x 4, Bowmen x 6, 
Crossbows x 4, Skirmishers x 6, Medium cavalry x 8, Light cavalry x 6, Elephants x 6. 

Deploy: H-3 
Point value = 145 
Panic level = 44 
Stacking = 2
Victory = Marginal or occupy hex D at the end of the game 

Mongols: Leaders ”2L” x 2, “3L” x 1; Barbarian infantry x 3, Crossbow x 3, Medium cavalry x 2, 
Heavy cavalry x 10, Horse bowmen x 14, Ballista x 1 (see special rules). 

Deploy: D-3 
Point value = 109 
Panic level = 55
Stacking = Class C, Mf = 3; all others = 2 
Victory = Substantive 

Leadership: Mongol mounted units are exempted per rule [11.1]; exemption includes dismounted 
cavalry. 

Deployment: Burmese deploy first, Burmese move first. 

Game length: 25 game turns 

Special Rules 

1. Victory Point Variation 
...Leaders are worth their combat bonus in points (6 or 3). 
...Heavy cavalry = 4 Victory Points

• Dismounted units count as their mounted counterparts for VP. 
2. Burmese Elephants. Use Spartan special rule [1.0] Elephants. 
3. Mongols
a) Ferocity. Mongol Heavy cavalry and Horse bowmen are Ferocious (per Viking rule [3.6]). 
This applies when fighting by themselves or in conjunction with other types, and when 
dismounted. 
b) Archery. All Mongol fire units can fire once each player turn (i.e., both offensively and 
defensively in the same game turn; special case for rule [6.12].
c) Dismount. The following Mongol units can dismount:
…heavy cavalry as swordsmen or improved bows
…horse bowmen as improved bows

• If insufficient IB counters are available, use CB (factors are the same). 



• Dismounted Mongol units retain their 3 stacking; they can not stack with 2 stacking units. 
Leaders can stack with anyone. 

• Use the dismount rule from Legion or Yeoman. 
d) Mongol artillery. You can substitute a heavy artillery unit from Yeoman for the ballista.
e) Optional: Cavalry armor. Whenever units make a fire attack (offensive or defensive) 
against a hex containing Mongol heavy cavalry units (including dismounted), subtract one from 
the die roll (a die roll of "1" remains a "1"). This is so even if other types of units are in the hex. 
4. Spartan Unit Capability Chart. Do not use this rule.

Vochang AD 1277 Deployment Map

Vochang AD 1277 Historical Notes
In AD 1271 Kublai Khan consolidated Mongol rule in China, formerly ruled by the Sung dynasties. Kublai established the 
new Yuan dynasty and declared himself emperor of China. And the Supreme Khan was looking for new lands to conquer. 
Among these were Japan, where the Khan's invasion army was repulsed twice, and what is today Burma. The Burma war 
dragged out over several campaigns with considerable fighting across the frontier. Vochang (or Ngasaunggyan per the 
Burmese) was a big victory for the Mongols, recorded by the Venetian traveler Marco Polo. 

Details are sketchy, but apparently the Mongols were outnumbered and could make no progress on the battlefield 
against the Burmese elephants. Accordingly, their horsemen dismounted with one flank protected by a dense forest and then 
got the better of the archery duel. Finally, the Mongol cavalry remounted and broke the Burmese with a hard charge. The 
Burmese were routed and the Mongols, among other things, brought home many captured elephants. 
Vochang AD 1277 Scenario Notes

Marco Polo states that the Mongols deployed 12,000 cavalry, shown in the scenario as a combination of heavy cavalry and 
horsebows, per standard organization. I added in some Chinese auxiliaries, since it was common Mongol practice at this 
time to bring along contingents from various subject peoples. The barbarian infantry represent Sung troops armed with 
halberds and big bladed swords (the latter were called zhanmadao or "horse chopping sword"). The medium cavalry are 
various tribal auxiliaries which the Mongols employed. 

The ability of Mongol archery units to fire in consecutive phases represents their well remarked superiority in this 
field, as well as Chinese crossbow fire tactics. Mongol heavy cavalry can dismount as swords or improved bows, the latter 
since the heavies carried bows. I considered portraying the Mongol HC as Byzantine cataphracts, but decided on heavy 
cavalry given their shock capacity. Marco Polo's account mentions the Mongols having an edge in the archery exchange, so 
there's the option for the fire defense die roll modifier. As for the ballista, this represents various Chinese fire and rocket 
ranged weapons. Mongol heavy cavalry are worth extra VP as their loss would give the Burmese a greater claim on having 
defeated the army of the Great Khan! 

The usual figure for Burmese strength is 60,000 men including 10,000 cavalry, which may be an exaggeration. 
Their army is mainly various medium to light types, given the lack of metal armor. The axemen actually are armed with 
swords, but since they wore little in the way of armor I showed them as the 3-4s; the factors are about right. The Burmese 
also had plenty of crossbows, but since they were outshot by the Mongols I showed them mainly as bows and 
skirmishers...the CB units represent guard troops. Burmese main strength is in the elephants which provide plenty of 
offensive capability but you have to deal with the Rampage rule! 

I didn't use the Spartan Unit Capabilities chart given that the Burmese were not operating as a disciplined 
combined arms army. From the limited accounts of the battle it appears that the Mongol cavalry was able to successfully 
break the spear armed Burmese infantry. The Mongol charge effect is otherwise worked into the Ferocity rule. As for the 
victory conditions, the Burmese only have to gain a Marginal or grab some ground in order to claim they won against the 
mighty Mongols!
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